A guide to International Junior Honor Society (IJHS)
Entrance requirements, Young Achievers Leadership
Academy (YALA), many scholarships, and Benefits specially
for IJHS Membership that helps prepare them for entrance to
top universities and Life SUCCESS.

Website: simcc.org | scholastictrust.org
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About International Junior Honor
Society (IJHS)
IJHS is supported by STS, and a prominent board of advisors, with the goal to help its members
get into top universities and win scholarships.
There will be many leadership roles for IJHS fellows, allowing them to make their
contributions back to their local and global communities. Only active IJHS members will
truly enjoy the full benefits and power of the IJHS/YALA network. We fully encourage all
members to stay as active members with the support of our IJHS Global Student Leadership
Council (GSLC) & Country Student Leadership Council (CSLC). Active leaders will also enjoy more
benefits such as free registrations for SIMCC local competitions.

GRADE

Membership is open to all students from
grades 2 and above.
Teachers will also be invited to join as
members to help mentor our students.

IJHS Induction
Membership of IJHS will be
free FOREVER, making it the
first and only honor society
that does not charge any
membership fees.

Honor Roll Release

Benefit Period

AUG

SEP

OCT

1

1

1

August 1 to July 31

September 1

October 1 to
September 30

ways to earn a scholarship points for IJHS
Connect with an exclusive network of High Achievers

TEAM

ANY SIMCC Gold*
*Can be substituted with
Distinction from
DOKA/SIMCC/ICAS (only 1 best
subjected allowed)

SIMCC Global
Individual Silver

Overall Championship

2 SIMCC Local
Silver

2 SIMCC Global
Individual Bronze

Table of scholarship points from all SIMCC competitions

1 SIMCC Local
Silver and 1 Global
Individual Bronze

Team award

Starting from August 1, 2022

Levels of membership

10

15

volunteer
hours/year

volunteer
hours/year

Junior
1 Year Membership

Senior
2 Year Membership

25

volunteer
hours/year

Lifetime
Member forever

Volunteer hours must be contributed
through IJHS/YALA leadership projects
Only Active members are eligible for
scholarships, university placement and
recommendation letter support by Board
Advisors, who are linked to top universities.

Young Achievers Leadership Academy (YALA)

Leaders Give, Givers Get! That is the ethos that YALA Scholars and Leaders live by. A simple philosophy adopted by
leaders like Edward Deming, Buckminster Fuller, Marshall
Thuber, and many others who make the world a better
place. Take your place to make our world a better place
and pay it forward by uplifting lives in your communities. I
hope all of you will utilise IJHS and YALA to create many
great innovations for mankind. We will support you!

About YALA Camp

YALA goal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 days and 4 nights

•

Develop into leaders and scholars who will get the best opportunities
possible.
Develop teamwork and communication skills through Team Building
Activities.
Serve as leaders with a heart.
Adopt a Growth Mindset.
Prepare academic and leadership portfolios.
Handle interviews for scholarships and admissions into top schools and
universities.
Learn to provide leadership and give back to the community through
Community Support Projects (CSPs) using IJHS and YALA as platforms.
Acquire a powerful network of like-minded leaders who adopt the philosophy
of “Leaders Give, Givers Get”.

New SIMCC, STS, and Country Council Partners (CCPs) Scholarships and Benefits for IJHS Fellows
SIMCC, Scholastic Trust Singapore, and our CCPs offer the most
extensive Scholarships and Internships awarded by any group
organising academic competitions. So, just to join the best and
earn:
1. YALA Scholarships (Over 228 and increasing)
2. Global Math Olympiad Scholarships (50)
3. Southern Illinois University Bachelors’ Degree Full
Scholarships (2 worth US$135,000 each)
4. Southern Illinois University International Student Tuition
Grant Scholarships (Unlimited scholasrships, saving scholars
US$16,000/year)
5. Global STEM Scholarships (Coming)
6. USPP Scholarships (Over 50) where we help students get into
top 100 American universities with scholarships worth up to
US$500,000 each
7. SIMOC Scholarships (Over 60)
8. STEAM AHEAD Scholarships (Over 180)
9. Singapore Math Global Finals Scholarships (Over 100)
10. SIMCC USPP Math Tournament Scholarships (Over 50)
11. DEOL Grants (Nanyang Technological University – Designing
Engaging Online Lessons training with E-Certificate from
NTU) (2,000 for teachers)
12. Singapore Ministry of Education (MOE) scholarships
(Secondary 1/Secondary 3 to Junior College – 4 to 6 years) for
ASEAN, China, and India Grades 6 to 8 students – Prep
Scholarships (10)

13. Internships at SIMCC and associated companies for
any IJHS Fellow
There are 4 ways to join YALA:
1. Platinum Scholarship = Free entry worth S$1,200
2. Gold Scholarship = 50% Scholarship, pay S$600
3. Silver Scholarship (for all IJHS fellows) = 30%
Scholarship, pay S$840
4. YALA ticket = S$1200 for all other non-IJHS Fellows
SIMCC and STS will support all IJHS Fellows to get
scholarships at the top 200 American universities:
Like everything American, University Admissions and
Scholarships are not one size fits all! The U.S. employs a
holistic approach to higher education admissions and the
awarding of scholarships. One does not need to be a top
scoring student to earn a scholarship to study abroad in
the USA.
There are many fantastic universities that look at the total
person, especially their talents that fall outside of the
classroom. We love to connect kids who have less than
perfect grades, but possess a unique talent like: musical
ability, artistic ability, volunteer spirit, or an innovative
mind with a chance to develop their academics and
abilities while they study abroad.

YALA Scholars Testimonials
"Though my school results were above average, I was quite clueless about
how to tap my potential and to bring out the best in me... I owe my
success to SIMCC and especially Mr Henry Ong, in helping me to build an
impressive portfolio. I was accepted into Hwa Chong Institution’s
Mathematics Talent, under the Direct School Admission (DSA)... I believe
not many competition organizers go out of the way to organize such
activities, and SIMCC is one of the few special organizations around."
Ryan Soh, Hwa Chong Institution, Singapore, Secondary 1, YALA 2018 and
YALA Leader 2019
“Since young, Ryan was always very fascinated with numbers and good at calculations. We
knew we had to groom him in - this area to nurture his strong passion in Mathematics.
Joining SIMCC was the best thing that had happened to him. SIMCC had fast tracked his
capabilities in solving Math Olympiad questions. He had since won several awards and these
achievements kept him motivated.
SIMCC provided Ryan with many opportunities, not only in Math Olympiad, but also in
Science competitions and Leader ship training. It is such a joy to see him shine in these areas.
We are thankful to Henry and SIMCC for helping Ryan to achieve his goals and to be
accepted into his dream school, under DSA Math Talent. “
Soh Lee Kwang and Jessica, Parents of Ryan Soh

I am honored to be inducted into IJHS as a Honorary Life Member. The best part
about becoming a member of IJHS is that I am given the opportunity to participate
in the The Young Achievers Leadership Academy (YALA) Camp which is a leadership
and personal development workshop. I participated in the YALA camp last year as a
YALA leader in which I was able to interact with many brilliant students from so
many countries around the world. Thanks to YALA, I was able to develop stronger
teamwork and communication skills through participating in team building
activities with my members. I also learned about how to prepare my portfolio so
that I could stand out from my peers. YALA camp is undeniably an enriching and
eye-opening experience to me.
The experience I gained from IJHS and SIMCC competitions like SASMO, SIMOC, and
IJMO played an important role in helping me obtain the Singapore MOE scholarship
to study in Singapore's high school for 4 years as well as giving me an edge in
winning the ASEAN-Maybank Scholarship to continue my Bachelor Degree in
National University of Singapore.
I want to thank Mr Henry Ong and SIMCC for always striving to bring the best out of
me as well as the other students from all around the world.

Being a part of IJHS has taught me many important leadership
skills. Not only has it taught me collaboration and communication
skills, it has also taught me the importance of self-management.
Starting from my time in YALA, and throughout my journey in the
IJHS Global Student Leadership Council, I have grown and matured
rapidly, which has improved my ability to work with others.
Additionally, I have had the opportunity to connect with
individuals globally with passions similar to my own, and such
interactions have spurred me on in pursuing my interests. I believe
that, beyond just being an honours society, IJHS is a community,
where we can all grow and learn together. As such, I hope all of you
can seize the opportunity and participate actively in all the
programmes we have initiated.
Goh Pei Zhen, IJHS 2021, YALA 2021, IJHS GSLC Vice President,
YALA 2022 Organizing Committee
"We are from Indonesia's YALA team saying thank you very
much to Mr. Henry Ong, Ms. Pau Choo, Sophie, Brendan,
Jackie, Michelle and volunteers for organizing YALA Camp. "
Leaders Give. Givers Get". Indonesia YALA Team

To be frank, I’m not a prodigy, nor am I a genius like most of
my peers in the IJHS. Nevertheless, I always had a fascination
for Mathematics and Physics. However, that all changed
when I pushed myself, despite not getting the score I
wanted at first, and finally got inducted in the IJHS in 2021.
I was honored to be selected to be a part of the GSLC. Being
a part of the GSLC opened countless opportunities for me to
not only improve on myself, but also collaborate with
numerous like-minded people who’ve helped me hone my
leadership skills and through my leadership journey.
SIMCC is truly an extraordinary organisation that really
strives to bring out the best in their students and I owe it all
to Mr Henry Ong.
Neou Chan Boriya, Invictics International School, Cambodia
IJHS 2021, YALA 2021, YALA Leader 2022

Ream Chan Sovath, National University of Singapore
IJHS 2021, YALA 2021 and 2022 Leader, IJHS Honorary Lifetime Member

.

-

"I have gotten many gold medals from
competitions and a perfect score from SASMO. I was inducted into IJHS, anf
given a YALA scholarship.. With the certificates, average neigh bourhood
students can also gain entrance to top schools."
Wu JiaQi, from neighbourhood school to NUS High School, Singapore, Sec 1,
YALA 2019

"Before I joined SIMCC contests, I never won an award,
even though I had outstanding grades. I joined SiMCC's
American Mathematics Olympiad in 5th Grade, prac ticed hard and won a Gold Award. Since that day, I
became more interested in joining competitions, I
worked hard and put my best effort in working through
them. I have managed to win some awards and my
school gave me a scholarship. I was also admitted into
the opportunities."
Stella Ling Raharjo, Mawar Sharon Christian School,
Surabaya, Indonesia, Grade 7, YALA 2018 and 2019

IJHS has undoubtedly opened my worldview in terms of collaboration
and leadership. I got to meet like-minded scholars from different
backgrounds, all with the same fervour of STEM as I have! This is one of
the main reasons why I took up a leadership role in the IJHS Global
Student Leadership Council (GSLC), as I really want to contribute back
to this vast IJHS community which has taught me so much and greatly
shaped my high school experience.
Additionally, one of IJHS’ key programmes is the YALA Camp. YALA has
pushed me to explore leadership in various aspects, from team
building to creating projects for a hackathon, as well as taught me
crucial life skills which I can easily apply in school and in my community
to lead more effectively. After I joined YALA 2019, I found that my initial
shy self has blossomed into a more confident and capable leader.
Tan Min MIn
IJHS Lifetime Y2 Fellow, IJHS GSLC Vice President, YALA Organizing
Committee 2020, 2021, 2022

